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A MEASURE ON THE UNIPOTENT VARIETY
JAMES ARTHUR

Introduction. Suppose that G is a reductive algebraic group defined over
Q. There occurs in the trace formula a remarkable distribution on G(A)l
which is supported on the unipotent set. It is defined quite concretely in
terms of a certain integral over G(Q)\G(A)1. Despite its explicit
description, however, this distribution is not easily expressed locally, in
terms of integrals on the groups G(Qv). For many applications of the trace
formula, it will be essential to do this. In the present paper we shall solve
the problem up to some undetermined constants.
The distribution, which we shall denote by Junip, was defined in [1] and
[3] as one of a family {JO, of distributions. It is the value at T = TO of a
certain polynomial Jnip. We shall recall the precise definition in Section
1. Let us just say here that for f
J
is given as an
integral over G(Q)\G(A)' which converges only for T in a certain
chamber which depends on the support of f. This is a source of some
difficulty. For example, since Junip(f) is defined by continuation in T
it is
outside the domain of absolute convergence of the integral
not possible, a priori, to identify Junip with a measure. This will be a
consequence (Corollary 8.3) of our final formula for Junip
We shall work indirectly. From [3] we understand the behaviour of Junip
under conjugation. If y is any point in G(A)', we have

Cc((G(A)1), Tip(f)

Tnip(f),

(1)

Junip(fy)

=

QE

W

QW

Junip(Wy)

(See Section 1 for a description of the undefined symbols.) On the other
hand, for any finite set S of valuations of Q, there are some distributions

G(Qs)'

on
which have the same behaviour under conjugation and which
can be expressed locally in terms of integrals on the groups G(Qv). They
are the weighted orbital integrals

JM(y,f), f E C0C(G(QS)I), y E M(Qs) n G(Qs)i,
in which M is a Levi component of a parabolic subgroup of G. The
definition of these objects, which is somewhat tricky for general y, will be
given in the paper [6], along with the conjugation formula
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JM(, f) =

(2)

Q E(M)

JQ(y, fQy).

Our strategy is to find a linear combination of weighted orbital integrals
which differs from
by an invariant distribution.
Assume that S contains the Archimedean valuation. We can identify
which equal
C°°(G(Qs)) with the subspace of functions in
the characteristic function of a maximal compact subgroup away from S.
Suppose for the moment that G has Q-rank 1 and that M is the minimal
Levi subgroup. Consider the distribution

Junip(f)

C°(G(A)1)

1Ji(f)
J(3)
)Munip(f

(3)

-

vol(M(Q)\M(A)l)JM(lf), f E C,°(G(Qs)

2

).

Since
M
W lJunip(g)
W1 [WGO
MW~[
I

=

vol(M(Q)\M(A)

)g(l)

vol(M(Q)\M(A) )JM(1 g)

C°°(M(Qs)1),

for any g E
the distribution (3) is invariant. It also
annihilates any function which vanishes on the unipotent set in G(Qs)i.
From this one can show that (3) equals a linear combination

2 a(S, u)JG(U,f)
U

of invariant orbital

integrals

over the

unipotent conjugacy

classes in

a linear combination of
G(Qs)1.
Junip(f) mayIf Gbeis ofwritten asrank,
a similar argument can
orbital
(weighted)
integrals.
general

Thus,

be made. The combinatorics are reminiscent of those involved in putting
the trace formula into invariant form, and are actually a special case of
Proposition 4.1 of [3]. We present them in Section 8.
We summarize our results as follows. There are unique constants
{aM(S, u) , defined for every M which contains a fixed minimal Levi
subgroup Mo and every unipotent conjugacy class u in M(Qs), such that

WI IWG -'aM(S, u)JM(u,f),
for anyf E Cc(G(Qs)1). Moreover, aM(S, u) vanishes unless u is the image

Junip(f)

of a

=

M

u

unipotent class in M(Q). Finally,

aM(S, 1) vol(M(Q)\M(A)1)
=

for any M and S.
It is the latter two assertions which cause most of the trouble. The
is defined
problem is essentially the one mentioned above. That is,

Junip(f)
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in terms of the polynomial JTnip(f) which in turn is given by a concrete
expression only for certain T depending onf We confront the difficulty in
Theorem 3.1. We find a second expression, which approximates Jnip(f)
for large T, but which is defined for T in a domain which is independent of
f. This second expression readily decomposes into a sum of terms, indexed
by the unipotent classes U of G which are defined over Q. Theorem 4.2
then asserts that the term corresponding to a given U is asymptotic to a
unique polynomial JT (f) in T and hence that

JuTni(F)= 2U J(f).
Theorem 4.2 is the heart of the paper. Taken with its Corollaries 4.3 and

4.4, it provides the means for us to finally prove the required properties of
the constants {aM(S, u) } in Section 8.
Most of the burden of the

proof of Theorem 4.2 falls into a technical

result, Lemma 4.1. In Section 5 we reduce Lemma 4.1 to a kind of lattice
point problem (Lemma 5.1). Lemma 5.1 is then proved in Section 6, by

combining

various

elementary

estimates with the Poisson summation

formula.

Finally, we mention that Jni,, and more generally the distributions {J,},

are dual to the distributions {Jx} in the trace formula which come from
Eisenstein series. The problem of finding a local formula for
was
solved in [4] and [5]. It is worth noting that some of the results of this
paper have direct analogues for the distributions Jx}. For example,
Theorem 3.1 corresponds to Theorem 3.2 of [2], while Theorem 4.2
corresponds to Proposition 5.1 of [4]. We comment further on this in
Section 2.

Jx(f)

JTnip

1. The distribution
Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined
over Q. We fix a subgroup Mo of G which is defined over Q and which is a
Levi component of a minimal parabolic subgroup of G defined over Q. Let
Y5be the set of parabolic subgroups of G which contain Mo and are defined
over Q, and let .Ybe the set of subgroups of G which contain Mo and are
Levi components of groups in Suppose that P e F. Then we write
P = MpNp
.

where Np is the unipotent radical of P and Mp belongs to Y. Let Ap = AMP
be the split component of the center of Mp. If X(Mp)Q is the group of
characters of Mp which are defined over Q,

Mp ap Hom(X(Mp)Q, R)
=

=

is a real vector space whose dimension equals that of Ap. It can be
regarded in a natural way as both a quotient and a subspace of aMo. We
shall usually write AO = AM. and ao aM.
=
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We shall also fix a maximal compact subgroup K of the adelized group
G(A) which is admissible relative to Mo in the sense of Section 1 of [3].
Then for any P we have the usual function Hp from G(A) to ap. (See [1],
p. 917.) As in previous papers we write G(A)' for the kernel of HG in G(A).
Then G(Q) is a discrete subgroup of G(A)' such that G(Q)\G(A)1 has

finite invariant volume.
Unless otherwise specified, any integral on a group or homogenous
space will be with respect to the invariant measure. Such measures are of
course determined only up to scalar multiples, which we prefer not to
normalize. We assume only that in a given context they satisfy any
obvious compatibility conditions.
The distribution we will study is one of those introduced in [1]. It
depends on a minimal parabolic subgroup

P0

=

MoN0

defined over Q. It also depends on a point T in ao, the positive chamber in a0 associated to P0, which initially is suitably regular in the sense
that its distance from the walls of a+ is large. Let /G denote the Zariski
closure in G of the unipotent set in G(Q). It is a closed algebraic
subvariety of G which is defined over Q. The set
o = &G(Q)
of rational points in /G consists, of course, of the unipotent elements in
G(Q). It is one of the equivalence classes in G(Q) defined on p. 921 of [1].
Let
T
= JT(f),
( ff C.(G(A)),
C(A 1
unip(f)
T=

be the corresponding distribution. We shall briefly recall its definition.
The minimal parabolic subgroup P0 will be fixed from Sections 2 to 6.
During this time all parabolic subgroups P will be understood to
contain P0. For any such P, following Section
1 of [1], we let Ap denote
A
the simple roots of (P, Ap) and we let Ap denot thee basis of a/a
which is dual to the simple "co-roots" {aV:a E Ap}. If f E Cc7(G(A)1)
and T e
is suitably regular, JTni(f) is the integral over x in
G(Q)\G(A)1 of the function

a-

2P (- l)dim(A'/A)
where

E

E

P(Q)\G(Q)

Kp,unip(6X, 6x)p(Hp(Sx)

,p is the characteristic function of
[H E ao:m(H) > 0, E_ Ap),

and

Kp,uip(y,

)

=
Y

EMp(Q)

A

f(y 'lyny)dn.

T),
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As a function of

do

= dim
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T, Junip(f) is a polynomial of total degree at most

ao.

(See Section 2 of [3].) Its definition can therefore be extended to all
T E a0. There is a point To in a0, determined uniquely by K and M0, such
that the distribution

Junip(f) = JuTnip(f)
is independent of P0. (See Section 1 and Section 2 of [3].) In Sections 7 and
8 we will confine our attention to this distribution, and we will forget
about P0. Then parabolic subgroups will be taken from the set J as for
example in the formula

(1.1)

Junip(fy)=

2

nIp(fQ),

O

which describes the failure of Junip to be invariant under conjugation by
elements y in
(Theorem 3.2 of [3].) Here WG stands for the Weyl
of
and
group (G, Ao),

G(A)1.

f-fo,
is the transform from
of [3].

C°(G(A)') to C°(MQ(A)1) defined by formula 3.3

T
2. A remark on the truncation operator. The distribution Jnip
arises
from the trace formula. It is the most troublesome of those terms in the
formula which are associated to conjugacy classes. The terms on the other
side of the trace formula are associated to "cuspidal automorphic data" X,
and have been evaluated explicitly in [5]. The two kinds of terms are in a
sense dual to each other, and it is worthwhile to look for analogies
between them.
We obtained
by integrating an alternating sum over standard
A
parabolic subgroups. similar alternating sum occurs in the definition
of the distributions
([2], p. 107). However, to actually calculate
we had to introduce a second formula (see [2], Lemma 2.4 and
Theorem 3.2), based on a truncation operator. We showed that JT(f)
could be obtained by taking the leading term Kx(x, x) in the alternating
sum, truncating in each variable separately, and then integrating. We shall
do a similar thing for
in the next section. The situations are not
entirely analogous, for in this case the second formula will be asymptotic
rather than exact. Moreover, it will be used in a somewhat different
way.
The leading term in the alternating sum for Junip(f) is

JT(f)

JTnip(f)
Jxr(f)

Junip(f)

Kunip(, x) KG,unip(X, x)
=

=

ER aG(Q)

f(x lx).
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It is the restriction to the diagonal of a function of two variables, but
unlike Kx(x, x), it is not left G(Q)-invariant in each variable separately. It
is therefore more appropriate to truncate over the diagonal rather than in
each variable separately. We shall show that the integral of the resulting
function can be rewritten in a more elementary way.
If Pi c P2 are (standard) parabolic subgroups, we write A p
for Ap,(R), the identity component of Ap,(R), and

Ap, n MP(A)'.
Then Hp maps Ap2 isomorphically onto a p2, the orthogonal complement of ap, in ap. If Ti and T are points in a0, set A,p2(TI, T) equal to
the set
AI P=

(a E A0p2:a(Hp,(a)

-

T1)

>

0, a

E

AP'2;

(3(Hp(a)
where as in

-

T)

<

0, a

E

AP2},

[1],

p

P2

=
- A ,n
nM and APP,n2
PI = A IP,an
From now on we shall fix T, so that -Ti is suitably regular. (In [1] we
denoted this point by To. In this paper we have agreed that To should stand
for the point defined by Lemma 1.1 of [3].) Suppose that T is suitably
regular. We define

F(x, T) = FG(x, T)
as on p. 941 of [1]. It is the characteristic function of the compact subset of

G(Q)\G(A)' obtained by projecting

M(A)1 A 0,(T, T)

No(A)
onto

-

K

G(Q)\G(A)1.

The truncation operator AT is defined on p. 89 of [2]. It maps certain
functions on G(Q)\G(A)1 to functions on G(Q)\G(A)1 which are rapidly

decreasing.

AT G = F(', T), where 1G is thefunction which is identically
G(Q)\G(A)1.
Proof. The formula is a consequence of Lemma 6.4 of [1] and Lemma 1.5
LEMMA 2.1.

1 on

of [2]. For the first lemma states that
P

8

F2e(Sx, T)rp(Hp(Sx) -

P(Q)\G(Q)

where Tr is the characteristic function of

(H E aO:a(H)

>

0,

a

E Ap}

T)

=

1,
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and

FP(nmk, T) = FMP(m, T),

n E Np(A), m E
The second lemma tells us that for all x,

Mp(A), k

E K.

Tp(Hp(8X) - T) = 1,

2P 8EP(Q)\G(Q)
2 (ATPlG)(8X)

where ATP is the partial truncation operator defined on
result is immediately obtained by induction.
Our second formula for
will be in terms of

p.

97 of [2]. Our

JTnip(f)

(2.1)

G(Q)G(A) A Kunip, x)dx,

where Ad refers to the truncation operator
LEMMA 2.2. The integral (2.1) is equal to

(2.2)

acting on the diagonal.

2 f(x-yx)
JG(Q)\G(A)I F(x, T)( '!E- *G(Q)

Proof. Set
k(x,f)

=

Kuni(x, x)

2

=
yE-

G(Q)

dx.

f(x'yx).

Any left invariant differential operator on G(R)' transforms k(x, f) to a

finite sum of functions of the form
k(x,fi), fi E Cc (G(A)I).
This follows from the chain rule and the definition of Kunip(x, x).
Therefore by Lemma 1.4 of [2] and Lemma 4.3 of [1], ATk(, f) is rapidly
decreasing. In particular, it is integrable over G(Q)\G(A)I. Writing )
for the inner product on L2(G(Q)\G(A)'), we see that (2.1) equals

(.,

(Ak(-,f), cG)

((AT)2k(,f),1G)
=

(ATk(-,f), ATGl)

by two results of [2] (Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.3). But ATrl is of course
also rapidly decreasing, so we can repeat the argument. We obtain

(ATk(', f), AG)
= (k(-,f), (AT)2 1G)
= (k(,f), ATrc)
(k(, f), F(, T)),
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by Lemma 2.1. This last inner product is just (2.2).
The variety &G is a finite union of (geometric) unipotent conjugacy
classes of G. The Galois group, Gal(Q/Q), operates on these conjugacy classes. We shall write (A/G) for the set of Gal(Q/Q)-orbits. Then any
U E (a/G) is a locally closed subset of G, which is defined over Q, and
which consists of a finite union of unipotent conjugacy classes of G. It is
clear that if R is any ring which contains Q, 1G(R) is the disjoint union
over U E (&G) of the set U(R). In particular, we can write
K,,nip(x, x) = U C2 Ku(x, x),
(qG)

where

Ku(x, x) =

E

f(x- yx).

U(Q)
In Section 4 we shall use this as a

starting point to construct a
decomposition of Juip(f). Observe that if Ku(x, x) does not vanish, the
set U(Q) is not empty, and U consists of a single unipotent conjugacy

class of G.
The following lemma is proved exactly as the last one.
LEMMA 2.3. For any U E (BG),

equals

G(Q)\G(A)' A Ku(x, x)dx

iLr\C()I'

JG(Q)\G(A)l F(x,

T) yU(Q) f(xIY))dx.
~

U(Q)

3. An alternate characterization. Fix a Euclidean norm

11HI1

on

a0, and

set

d(T)

min

=

a

C

Apo

{a(T) }.

In this section we shall let T vary over

suitably regular points such that

olTII,
for some fixed positive number %o.
d(T)

_'

THEOREM 3.1. There is a continuous semi-norm
that

JuTnip(f)
o

r

G
A
JG(Q)\G(A)

for all f E CC(G(A)1).

(x, x x
x)d

I1'11

on

C(G(A)) such

JG= '

11ieIfe(()/2)
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Proof. The theorem is a refinement of Theorem 7.1 of [1]. We will need
to go over the proof of this result, taking o = &G(Q), and keeping track of
the dependence onf and T.
In the proof of Theorem 7.1 of [1] it was established that
could
be written as a sum over standard parabolic subgroups P1 c P2 of terms
involving the function

JTip(f)

FP'(nmk) = FMI(m),

n

E Np,(A), m e mp,(A), k E

K,

and the characteristic function aP2 on a0 defined on p. 938 of [1]. The
term corresponding to PI = P2 equals zero if Pl # G, and equals

(Q)\G(A)I F(x, T) (u EG(Q) f(x yx))dx
if P, = G.

Consequently (see p. 945 of [1]),

unip( ) -I (
is bounded

(3.1)

f(x -yx))dx

F(x, T){

by the sum over {PI, P2:PI,

iJ(Q)\G(A) FP'(x, T)oa2(Hp(x)

P2} of
T)
x

yGEq1(Q) !Enp'(Q)'

14Iy(x, )ldx,

where we have set

(Q) Mp,(Q),
qi(Q) = p,(Q)= =n
and

m(Y, Y) = (A) f(y'm exp(X)y)4( (X, Y )dX, Y np,(A),
for y E G(A)' and m E Mp (A)1. (Here npl is the Lie algebra of Np and
the symbols n(-)', and (, *) are as defined on p. 945 of [1].) Note that
Dm(Y, ') is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on np,(A) which varies smoothly
with m and y. Moreover, if y remains within a compact set, Dm(Y, ') will
vanish identically for all m outside a compact subset of Mp,(A).
As in [1] we will use the decomposition
Pi(Q)\G(A)l Np(Q)\Np,(A) X Mp,(Q)\Mp(A)' X A. X K
=
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to rewrite the integral in (3.1). It will also be convenient to decompose
the resulting integral over Mp,(Q)\Mp,(A)'. Any element in this coset
space on which the function FP(-, T) does not vanish has a representative
in

(No(A) - Aop(T1, T) * M(A)1 K)

Mp,(A)'.

n

Therefore

(3.1) is bounded by the integral over k E K,
a E= Apo(TI, T), a' e APG
and m, n and n" in fixed compact fundamental domains in Mo(A)i,
No(A) n Mp2(A)l and Np2(A) respectively, of
po(a'a) -I2(Hp(a') - T) Y E
(Q)' I|.Y(n"na'amk, ) 1.
(Q)

Y

'

P(Q)'

(Here, Sp is the modular function of Po(A).) In view of the definition of
we can write

P,

l4(na'amk, ))
= I4 Y(a'a (a'a)-'n(a'a)mk,)
=
Sp:(a'a) I),-Iy( (a'a)- n(a'a)mk, Ad(a'a)) I.

I4Y(n"na'amk, ))

=

ap2(Hpl(a')

- T) is not zero, the projection of
If we assume that
- T onto ap2 will belong to a translate of the positive chamber.
HpO(a'a)
(See Corollary 6.2 of [1], and if necessary the discussion below on the
decomposition of the vector Hpo(a'a).) This means that { (a'a) -n(a'a) }
will remain in a fixed compact set. Since

po(a'a) = 68'(a)

Sp(a'a),

we see that (3.1) is bounded
a E A p,,(Ti, T) of

(3.2)

SP((a)' Y<q

(Q)

by

the

integral

DE

G(A)1.

dy

E A p.G

and

oaP(Hp,(a')- T)
X

where

over a'

IP(Q)'

fl -,Iya(y, Ad(a'a),) idy,

stands for a Radon measure on a fixed compact subset F of

In order to estimate the sum over y in (3.2) we will need a familiar
lemma. As explained in Section 5, it can be regarded as a special case
of a future result (Lemma 4.1), whose proof will be given in Sections 5
and 6.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that p is a bounded, nonnegative function on G(A)
of compact support. Then

UNIPOTENT VARIETY

apo(a)-
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(a-' a)

2
7E G(Q)

of a in the set
E A :a(Hpo(a) - T,) > 0, a

is bounded independently

E Apo}.
O(Tl) = {a
Assuming the lemma, we proceed to estimate (3.2). Let

A

nP2 =

Ox nx

be a decomposition of nP2 into eigenspaces under the action of Ao. Each X
stands for a linear function on a0 which vanishes on the subspace aP2.
Choose a basis of np2(Q) with respect to which (,) is the standard positive
definite inner product, and such that each basis element lies in some
nx(Q). The basis gives us a Euclidean norm on np(R) and allows us to
speak of np(Z) and nx(Z). Fix a large integer n. It follows from Lemma
3.2 (applied to the group Mp,) and the properties of the function
~m(Y, Y) that (3.2) is bounded by an expression

(3.3)
Here

IlflloP2(Hp(a')

-

T)

IIAd(a'a)I -".
9EP2(N(f)- IZ)'

I

II|i1 is a continuous semi-norm
k

(3.4) |1fI|

=

cf

sup

1i= xeG(A)1

(Xif)(x)

,

where cf is a number which depends only on the support of f and each X,
is a left invariant differential operator on G(R)'. The number

N(f) = HpnP(f)
p

positive integer determined by the support of 1m(Y, ') at the finite
completions of Q. Defining it in terms of the Fourier transform of
Im(y, '), we take np(f) to be the smallest nonnegative integer such that
is a

the function

X-f(y-lme(X)y),

XE

np(A),

is invariant under

iXP E

nP(Qp):IIXpl

p-n())

for ally E r and m E Mp(A)1. (The norm on
is the natural one
associated to our basis of
Now each A above is a unique nonnegative integral combination of the
simple roots AP. Suppose that S is a subset of elements A with the property that for any a in the complement of AP[ in AP, there is a X in S

ne(Q).)

nP2(Qp)
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whose a co-ordinate is positive. Let ns(Q)' be the set of those elements in
nP2(Q) whose projections onto nx are nonzero if X belongs to S, and are
zero otherwise. Then the sum over np2(N(f)- Z)' in (3.3) can be replaced
Z)'. Clearly
by the double sum over all such S and over ; in

ns(N(f)-

E

E2HIAd(a'a) I-" d
ns(N(t)- )'
IXES 2 'Z)' IiAd(a'a)lll "s
(E nA(N(f)

-=

Z IZ) 11I-nS)(e-nSX(H"(a')))
Ix(-E nA(N(f)-

where nx(N(f)- Z)' is the set of nonzero elements in nx(N(f)- Z) and ns
is the quotient of n by the number of roots in S. For large enough n this
last expression is bounded by a constant multiple of

I e-nsX(Hp(a' ) )

N(f)"

n

XGS

(3.2) is bounded by

It follows that

(3.5)

11fll N(f)" oaP(H,(a') -

T) a 1IeAP

e-ka(a(Hp('"")

is of the form (3.4), n is a positive integer, and each ka is a
nonnegative integer which is positive if a belongs to the complement of
AP' in A2.
We can decompose the vector
where

1111,

Hp(a'a)

=

Hp,(a') + Hpo(a)

as

t

+

H*)

- (

r88V) + T,

and rs are real numbers and H* is a vector in a2. (As in [1],
tp
{z}) stands for the basis of a,2 which is dual to { Ee ALP2.) The point
a belongs to A p0 p,(Ti, T) so that for each 8 E AP, the number r8 is nonwhere

negative and

6(Hp(a)) _ 8(T).
We are trying to estimate the integral of (3.5), so we can certainly assume

8(Hp(a'a))

=

that the number

o2(Hp,(a')-

T)

=

op( 0 eAP tg + H*)
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is not zero. It follows from Corollary 6.2 of [1] that each t/ is positive and
that H* belongs to a compact subset whose volume can be bounded by
some polynomial, say

II
p(taf),
=Ap2
P
P3
in the numbers {t}). Finally, recall that each root a e Ap2\
P 'A projects
onto a unique root #/ E AP2, and that a(8v) ' 0 for each 8. It follows
H

from these facts that

I1 e-kaa(Hp,('a))) <c(T) A~P,HI AP( e-k"a(Hp,('))

a E APp2,

\

aaE

c(T!)

I

e-a(Hp,(u))

_ c(T!) I e-(t"+t(T))
PA
GE

where

c(T )

=

e-k^8(TI)

1

A'P,,

a constant that depends only on T1. We conclude that the integral over a'
and a of (3.5) is bounded by a constant multiple of the product of

fill' N(f)"

*

vol(AO p(To, T))

and

:(e- f(T) fp(tp)e -tdt#).
The second expression is certainly bounded by a constant multiple of
e-d(T). The volume of A'p,(Tl, T) is certainly bounded by a polynomial
in IITIJ. Taking into account our constraints on T, we see that the integral
of (3.5) is bounded by a constant multiple of
llflll * N(f)n e-(d(T)/2).
Incorporating the constant into II'11, we obtain this quantity as a bound
for our original expression

Jun p(f- fGQ)

F(x, T)(

f(x

'yx))dx

Lemma 2.2, we see that Theorem 3.2 follows with
Recalling
Recalling Lemma 2.2, we see that Theorem 3.2 follows with

11/11

=

11/11, · N(f)
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We shall later want to truncate functions f around certain conjugacy
classes. This will require that we evaluate the semi-norm 11|II of the theorem
at certain functions obtained from Fix a valuation v of Q. If v is discrete,
define

p,:R -- R
to be the characteristic function of the interval [-1, 1]. If v is
Archimedean, let Pv be any fixed function in C°°(R) which vanishes outside the interval [-1, 1], which equals 1 on the interval [-, 2] and

takes values between 0 and 1 at all other points. Suppose that q is a
polynomial function which is defined over Q. For anyf e C°(G(A)l) and
c

>

0, consider the function

fqv(x) = f(x)Pv(E l'q(x) l), x E G(A)i,
where \q(x) Ly is the absolute value of the v component of the adele q(x). It

also belongs to C°(G(A)'). We would like to study I|fqI|.
We saw that we could take
(3.6) lIfil = Ilfl1, N(f)", f e C (G(A)1),
.
where IIl-11 is the semi-norm (3.4) and N(f) is the positive integer defined
in the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY 3.3. There is a positive integer m, and another semi-norm \I11'
of the form (3.6) such that

1f1/

f-

11

11olfil,

for allf E

C (G(A)') and E with 0 < E = 1.
Proof. If v is Archimedean, N(f q ) = N(f). The corollary then follows
immediately from the formula (3.4) and the chain rule.
Suppose that v is discrete. It is clear that

llfqill
so we need

-

llfIll,

only study the integer

N(f q,)

=

IIp p"(.
np(f)

unless p is the rational prime which defines v.
Moreover, np(f ,) =
Assume then that this is the case. Take an embedding G c GLN into a
general linear group defined over Q. There is a positive number to such
that for any E > 0 the function
x -It), x E supp(f),

pv(E-'Iq(x)

is bi-invariant under
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G:lkv II, < t}.
(Here I stands for the identity matrix in GLN(QV).) Choose parabolic
subgroups Pi C P2, and recall the notation of the proof of the theorem. It
is easily established from the property above that there is a positive
number tl such that for any E, 0 < E _ 1, the function
X f,(yl - m exp(X)y)

{kv,

GLN(QV)

n

-

is invariant under

{XP E 9P2(Q ):Xpllv
for all y e

r, m E

pnp(f)0_

-

mint (tl), p

nP)] }

Mp,(A)1 andf e C,(G(A)'). Consequently

max[ (te)- p )]
_ tl V-lpnp(f

The

corollary follows.

4. More distributions. We shall show that Jnp can be decomposed
into a sum of distributions indexed by the orbits in (qcG). This is in rather
close analogy with what was done in Section 5 of [4] for the distributions

T. First, however,

we must state a lemma.
Fix an orbit U E (/c). Its Zariski closure U is a closed subvariety of G
which is defined over Q. The ideal of polynomial functions on G which
vanish on U is of the form (q, ... , q), where ql,..., q/ are polynomials
on G defined over Q. We have
U = {x E G:ql(x) = ... = ql(x) = 0).
Fix a valuation v of Q, and recall the functions p, defined in Section 3. For
any f C (G(A)I) and e > 0, define
(4.1) f/,(x)q=f( Ix)p
q(x)v)...
I)), x E G(A)'.
Then fv also belongs to C°°(G(A)). Observe that it equals f on a
neighborhood of the set U(A).
LEMMA 4.1. There is a positive number r and a continuous semi-norm I '1
on Co (G(A) ) such that for any e > 0,

pv,(E'q(x)

_ If ,V(x~ lyx) Idx
/C(Q)\G(A)' F(x, T) yE G(Q)2 U(Q)
\

-

Ilflld(1

+

IIr)do,

for each f E CO((G(A)I) and each suitably regular T.
6.

The proof of this lemma is quite long and will be given in Sections 5 and
Assuming it in the meantime, we will establish
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THEOREM 4.2. There are distributions

{JT:U E (G)}
which are polynomials in T of total degree at most do such that
(4.2)

Junip(f)

(f), f E C.(G(A)),

J

=

u

and which satisfy the followingproperty. There is a continuous semi-norm
on C°°(G(A)') and positive numbers e0 and c such that

J(f)-

(4.3)

for

G(Q)\G(A)

(OG), f E C°°(G(A)I)
ol1TII.

>

flle-d(T)

AKu(x, x)dx

all U E

d(T)

III

and every

suitably regular

T with

Remark. Since it is a polynomial in T, Jj (f) is uniquely determined
by the inequality (4.3). In particular, Jj annihilates any function which
vanishes on U(A). Moreover, Ju is zero if U(Q) is empty.
Proof. Fix an orbit U E (qG) and let v be any valuation of Q. We shall
construct Ju by examining the behaviour of

Junip(f uv),
as

CO.(G(A)),

fE

approaches 0.
We would like to estimate
c

T
(4.4)44
-unip(u

)

K

dx
AdTK-(x'x)dx
(Q)\G(A)' AdKUx

where

K((x, x)

Ku,(X, x).

=

Invoking Lemma 2.3, and observing that
f(x-lyx)=
KU(x, x) =
we bound

(4.4) by

YE U(Q)
the sum of two

E U(Q)

f v(x -yx),

expressions,

, T)()(
-T
fG(Q)\G(A)I
V L
^ F(x,
Junip(fu,v)

¥e ~o(Q)

f/ v,(x.-y.)
'yx))

and

Ilc(\c(A)I

2
fG(Q)\G(A)' F(x, T) hYUFe(Q,)\
f (Q) \ U(Q)
The first

expression has a bound

L

v(X lyx) dx.

dx
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Ilf( lle-(d(T)/2)
by Theorem 3.1. This in turn is bounded by

-lmmfllf Ie-(d(T)/2),
with 11-11' a continuous semi-norm on Cc(G(A)'), as we can see with I
applications of Corollary 3.3. In the second expression we can sum over
G(Q)\U(Q) instead of qG(Q)\U(Q), and then use the estimate provided
by Lemma 4.1. It follows that there is a positive integer k = Im and a
continuous semi-norm I1'11' on C°(G(A)') such that (4.4) is bounded by
(4.5) f I'(E-ke-(d(T)/2) + r(l + IITII )d).
In the expression (4.4) we set
c = E(n) = 8n, n = 1, 2, 3,...
for any number 8 with 0 < 8 < 1. The result is bounded by

lf|l (elog8lkn-(d(T)/2) + 8rn(l
This in turn can

+ T

)do).

clearly be bounded by an expression
(1 + IITI )do,

(4.6) If I rn'
provided that
d(T) > CIlog 8In,
with C some positive constant and 1111 a continuous semi-norm on
Consider this last estimate for two successive values of n. We
C.(G(A)').
obtain an

inequality

t fc(n)) _- JT
|IT
aunip, U,v ) Junip,

(n+ 1))
U,v

2lIfll8r(l +IITllI )d
valid for any positive integer n and any T with
d(T) > Cllog 81(n + 1).
=

But
rT

(

))
U,v
unip(fJf(n+
is a polynomial in T of total degree at most do. By interpolating, (see [4],
Lemma 5.2), we can estimate its absolute value without the restriction on
T. We obtain a constant A such that it is bounded by
A · Ilfll r'n ( Ilog 81 (n + ) )do (l + IITII )do
(n)

(f
U,v
unipU

_

JT

for all T. Observe that
00

2 rn( Ilog 8| (n +
j=n

1) )o
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is bounded by a constant multiple of
estimate, we see that the sequence

{Junip(fJEU:

n

=

1 2,

rS,/2. By telescoping

the last

..

Let JIT(f) denote its limit. It is a distribution in Ji and a
polynomial in T of total degree at most d0. Moreover, the quantity

converges.

IJunip(f ) - J(f)

(4.7)

is bounded

by a constant multiple of
llflsir"/2(l + IITII )do
for all f, 8, n and T.
Finally, we combine the estimate for (4.7) with the bound (4.6) of our
original expression (4.4) (with e = E(n)). Fix 8, and for a given suitably
regular T take n to be the largest integer such that
d(T) Cllog 8in.
We find that we can define |1'11 and also redefine . > 0, so that
T
rd(T
k E)fA JGQ)\G(A)'
(4.8) J'-(f)
llflle-r°(rT).
AdKU(x, x)dxd | 1fie

(4.8)

T

-

particular, JJ(f) is independent of v as the notation suggests.
Now U(Q) is the disjoint union, over those orbits U' E (9G) which are
contained in U, of the sets U'(Q). Define J (f) by induction on dim U
In

by

J (f)

=

JT(f) -

2
{U'c U:U' U}

JU(f).

Since (qG) is finite, the required inequality (4.3) follows from (4.8). The
required property (4.2) follows immediately from (4.3) and Theorem 3.1.
The following corollary will be especially important to us.

COROLLARY 4.3. The distribution

J(f)

=

E

{U' (G):.U' C U

JT(f)

equals
lim

Junip(f Uv)

valuation v of Q. In particular, the limit is independent of v and
annihilates any function which vanishes on U(A).
Proof. Set n = 1 in the estimate for (4.7) given in the proof of the
theorem. We see that there is a continuous semi-norm 11-11 and a positive

for any
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ro such that
(4.9) IJu(f)
nip(f v)
number

II Tl )do
for all f, T and 8 > 0. The first assertion of the corollary follows. If f
vanishes on U(A) it vanishes on each of the spaces U'(A), and so each
-

Ilfl r· (1

+

Ju,(f) equals 0. This gives the second assertion.

Of particular interest is the case that U = {1}, the class of the identity
element. The corresponding distribution has a simple formula.
= vol(G(Q)\G(A)')f(l).
COROLLARY 4.4.
Proof. If U = {1} we have

J[I}(f)

JG(Q)\G(A) ATKu(x, x)dx
by

Lemma 2.3. This

(Q)(A)

=

F(x, T)dx

f(),

approaches

vol(G(Q)\G(A)') f(l)
by the dominated convergence
sequence of the theorem.

theorem. The

corollary

is then a con-

5. Reduction of lemma 4.1. We have still to establish Lemma 4.1, as well
as Lemma 3.2 from Section 3. In this section we shall reduce the proofs to
that of a third lemma, whose proof will be the content of the next section.
Actually, Lemma 3.2 is much easier. It is essentially a special case of
Lemma 4.1, so most of our discussion will concern this second result.
Lemma 4.1 pertains to the function
defined by (4.1). We are
required to estimate

f,

(Q)\G(A)i TFx,

_

)

cG G(Q) \ U(Q)

Ifv(l ) dx.

This is bounded by the integral over k E K, a
n in fixed compact fundamental domains in
ly, of

E APG(T, T) and m and

Mo(A)1 and No(A) respective-

po(a)-

yE G(Q)\ U(Q)

If Uv(k-'m-a-ln-'ynamk) I.

Since {a- 'na} remains in a fixed compact set, the original expression will
be no greater than

(T T8P(a)

I

ffIfU(Y- a-lyay) Idyda,

where dy stands for a Radon measure on a fixed compact subset
r of G(A)'. This in turn is evidently bounded by the integral over
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AO0
APG(TI T)of

(5.1)

Spo(a)-! yE2G,(a) (a- ya),

where

G,(a)

=

{y E G(Q)\U(Q):inf
sup
)ErlIF i

Iqi(y-la-yay)l,

_ e}

and

()

=

lf(ylxy)ldy.

APG(TI,

)d.

The volume of
T) is bounded by a multiple of (1 + IITII
Therefore, to complete the proof of Lemma 4.1 it would suffice to bound
(5.1) independently of a E Ap(TI) by cc, where r is a positive constant
and c is a positive number depending only on 4. We might just as well take
f to be an arbitrary bounded nonnegative function on G(A)i of compact
support. Notice that (5.1) is similar to the expression to be estimated in
Lemma 3.2. If we include the case that U is the empty set, with

q1 1,
the required estimate for (5.1) will also provide a proof of Lemma 3.2.
Let P be a (standard) parabolic subgroup. Consider an element y
which belongs to P(Q) but to no (standard) parabolic subgroup P'(Q),
with P' P. Then y can be written
_q

=... =

=

No(Q), T e Po(Q),
where w is an element of the Weyl group of (G, A0) whose space of fixed
vectors in a0 contains ap but no space ap, with P' C P. Let A be a rational
representation of G whose highest weight X is a positive integral
combination of all the fundamental dominant weights in Ap \Ap. Then
X - wX is a positive integral combination of all the roots in AP. Let
11I11 be a height function relative to a basis of the underlying space of A
which contains a highest weight vector v and also the vector A(w)v. (See
[1], p. 944.) For each a E AO(Ti) the component of A(a-'ya)v in the
direction of A(w)v is
e(A -Wx)(HP,(a) )A(w)v.
Consequently
y =

nwT, jn

liA(a-lya)vll -> e(X-w)(Hp(ca).
Fix 4), and assume that 0(a-ya) - O. Then the left hand side of this
inequality will be bounded independently of a and y. It follows that for
each a e APO, the number a(Hp(a) ) will be bounded independently of a
and y. We may therefore write a = bal, where al belongs to AG (T1) and
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b

belongs to a fixed compact set B. Notice that if we put
y = [v, Ax E Mp(Q), v Np(Q),

then

a-lya = b-1 iallbal·b.
'

Consequently It itself will belong to a fixed compact set.
For each p e Mp(Q), set
p(n) = sup(Spo(b)-

(b-lnb)),

n e

Np(A).

Since B is a fixed compact set, 4,y is bounded, has compact support, and
vanishes for all but finitely many Iu. The expression (5.1) is bounded by the
sum over P and over /t E Mp(Q) of

(5.2)

3p(al)-i 2 0, (a1 val).

Here al stands for the projection of a onto A P, and the sum is to be taken
over those elements v in Np(Q) such that the [,v does not belong to U(Q)
and such that
inf sup
E.
ze=FB i

Iqi(z-1l"1 valz)

Now the functions

q(z 'xz),

G, 1

i < 1,
belong to the ideal of polynomials that vanish on U. It follows that there
are polynomial functions
x

--

i(z, x )

1

z

i

j

E

l

on G X G such that

qi(z xz)

=

Pj(z, x)qj(x).

If al, it and v are as in

(5.2), we have
sup
Iv co infFB sup
lqi(arl lva1)=
Iqj(z '
i
j
z

where

'lva1z)

Co

co is the supremum over (z, x) in the compact set
(rB) X (B- supp -B)

of

sup
i

E IPij(z, zxz- ) I,.
j

Then the value of (5.2) will not be decreased if the sum is taken over those
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Np(Q) with APv 1 U(Q), and with
sup qi (a 1val) I,, cE.

It will be enough to estimate (5.2) for fixed P and j/. Let ii be the Lie
algebra of Np. It is an affine space equipped with an action of Ap. Consider
the Zariski closed set of points X in n such that / exp X belongs to U. The
ideal J of polynomials on n which vanish on this set is defined over Q and
is Ap invariant, since the same is true of the set itself. We can therefore
write
j=

(El, . . ., Ek),

where each Ej is an
efficients. That is,

Ap-equivariant polynomial

Ei(Ad(a-)X) =

Xi(a)-Ei(X),

a E

on n with rational co-

Ap,

with Xi a rational character on Ap. However, f is the radical of the ideal
generated by the functions
X -qj (A exp X), 1 j 1.
Consequently we can find a positive integer n and polynomials Fij(X),
defined over Q, such that
E (X)" =

j=1

Fj(X)qj(A exp X),

for each i. Let cl be the supremum over i, and over those points X E
such that exp X belongs to the support of 4,, of
J=1

n(A)

IF\j(X) IK.

Then

(5.2) is bounded by

(5.3)

8p(al)-1 E ,(al.
x

exp X-

al),

where X is summed over those elements in

IEi(Ad(al)- 1X) l,

'

n(Q) such that

(clcoc)lln

for each i, and such that It exp X does not belong to U(Q). But tu exp X
belongs to U(Q) if and only if each Ei(X) vanishes. It follows that (5.3) is
bounded by

(5.4) (8p(ai)'
l
v
i/

~,(aI
x

exp X a)

),
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with the inner sum now taken over the set

n(Q):0 < IE,(Ad(al)-'X) v, (clcE)l/ }.
It is certainly enough to estimate the expression in the brackets of (5.4).
Therefore, we let E be any rational polynomial on n such that
{X E

E(Ad(a)-'U) x(a)-E(U),

Ap,

U E n,
for some rational character X of Ap. We shall also replace the function
q4>(exp(-) ) with an arbitrary bounded, nonnegative function 4 on n(A) of
compact support. We have reduced Lemma 4.1 (as well as Lemma 3.2) to
the following assertion.
LEMMA 5.1. There are positive numbers c and r such that for any E > 0
and any a in the set
=

A (T)
the

=

(a GE

a E

Ap:'a(Hp(a) - T7) > 0, a E Ap),

inequality

(5.5)

8p(a)-'1 Ix (Ad(a)-1X) _ cEr

holds, where X is summed over the points in n(Q) with

IE(Ad(a)-'X)

0<
-- .
We shall prove this result in the next section. There is nothing to show if
P = G, so we shall assume that P is a proper (standard) parabolic
subgroup of G.

6. Proof of lemma 5.1. Lemma 5.1 is really a lattice point problem. Our
main tool will be the usual one: the Poisson summation formula. To be
able to exploit it, we note that any bounded function of compact support
can be bounded by a smooth function of compact support. Consequently,
it is enough to prove the lemma with 4 a nonnegative function in
Cc(n(A)). For any e > 0, the function

4(,(V) 1(V)p(e-'IE(V) I),

VE

n(A),
is also in C°°(n(A) ). It is obviously enough to prove the lemma with the
left hand side of (5.5) replaced by the expression
2
(6.1) 8p(a)-}
I,(Ad(a)- X).
=

{XE n(Q):E(X) #0O

We shall first show that the existence of an X which gives a nonzero
contribution to (6.1) already poses a restriction on a and c. The image
under E of the support of 4 is a compact subset of A. If X contributes to
the sum in (6.1), the adele
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E(Ad(a)-lX) = x(a) -E(X)
belong to this set. This gives us inequalities
IE(Ad(a) -X) Iw b=
where b, is a positive number for each valuation w of Q which equals I for
almost all w. At the place v there is the additional constraint
IE(Ad(a)-X) Iv
Now E(X) is a nonzero rational number, so
will

9

i IE(X)w,,

=

1,

V1'

by the product formula. Combining the inequalities as a product, we see
that

x(a)- 1< bc,
where

b =

II b,..

Let ro and 8 be small positive numbers. Given a parabolic subgroup
with P c P1 C G, consider the set points a in Ap(Ti) such that

P1,

8 x(a)ro°
(a )
for each root /B of (P, Ap) which is nontrivial on Ap,. (Such roots exist since
PI # G.) It is clearly possible to choose ro and 8 so that any point a in
Ap(TT) belongs to a set of this form. (In fact, one can always arrange that
PI is maximal parabolic.) We may therefore fix P1 for the rest of the proof,
and only estimate (6.1) for those a in the corresponding set. Our two
constraints on a and c will be used together. Combined, they will tell us
that there is a constant co such that

(6.2)

l
sup#(/(a)-)

where

/f ranges over the roots of (P, Ap) which are nontrivial on Ap. Set
R

=

P n

Cor°,

M,.

It is a parabolic subgroup of Mp. Let nR be the Lie algebra of its
unipotent radical. We shall assume inductively that Lemma 5.1 holds if
(G, P, n) is replaced by (Mp,, R, nR).
Let nI be the Lie algebra of Np,. Then
n = n, E nR.
Let nR(Q)+ be the set of elements Y in nR(Q) such that the polynomial
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E(U + Y), U E nI,
does not vanish identically. Then (6.1) is bounded by
B(E, a)
U->

=

8p(a)- l

Y

2

nR(Q)+ XIEnl(Q)

(,(Ad(a)-'X

+

'Y).

Ad(a)

Apply the Poisson summation formula to the sum over Xi. The result is
2 ,(Ad(a)X1, Ad(a)-' Y),
SR(a)- YE 2
E

nR(Q)+ Xi

n(Q)

where

I(U, V)

=

f,(A),(U' + V)4( (U', U) )dU',

U E n(A), V E n(A),
a partial Fourier transform of (I. Here 1 is an additive character on A/Q
and (,) is the standard inner product on nl(Q) relative to a fixed basis
X1, ..., X } of eigenvectors of Ap. We decompose this last expression for
B(e, a) as the sum of

B,(c, a) = SR(a)-

Y

2

2

nR(Q)+ {Xi E n(Q):Xi

O}

,(Ad(a)Xi,

Ad(a)- Y)
and

B2(, a)

=

SR(a)'

yE

((U
2
nR(Q)+ '(A)

+

Ad(a) 'Y)dU.

Now B(e, a) is an increasing function of e. If we take E to be less than
have

B(E, a)

'

1, we

Bl(es, a) + B2(s, a)

for any number s, with 0 < s _ 1. We shall presently show how to choose
that the constraint (6.2) leads to a good estimate.

s so

LEMMA 6.1. There is a bounded, nonnegative function DR of compact
support on nR(A) such that for any E and a, B1 (, a) is bounded by

(R(a)- =R(Q)
2 nR(Ad(a)-Y) )(E sup(#(a) i))
YE

with

f8 varying as in (6.2).

,
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Let d = dim nl. The basis {X,,..., Xd} of ni(Q), mentioned
above, gives us a natural norm '11-11 on nl(Q,) for each valuation w of Q. It
also gives us a Laplacian A on nl(R).
Consider the formula above for B1(E, a). The inner sum over XI can
actually be taken over the nonzero points in the lattice nl(N 'Z), where

Proof.

IH- pnp

N=

positiveinteger defined as follows. For each prime p, take n
is a positive integer defined as follows. For each prime p, take n to be the
smallest nonnegative integer such that o, is invariant under the open

is a

compact subgroup
{Xp E nl(Qp):IlXpllp p-p)}.
The integer N thus obtained is independent of E if the original valuation v
is Archimedean. If v is discrete it follows from the definition of 4, that
N _ E -No, where No is independent of c.
From its formula, we see that BI(E, a) is bounded by the product of
2
|Ad(a)Xl lR2{XiG
n(NlZ): XI

0O)

with

SR(a)1

'

nR(Q)
(

f

(A)

IAdF(U + Ad(a) Y) |dU.

The first term is clearly bounded

by a constant multiple of

(N sup (/(a)-') )2d
where B ranges over the roots of (P, Ap) which are nontrivial on Ap. It is
independent of e if v is infinite, and is bounded by a multiple of E-2d
if v is finite. The same is true of the second term, but with the conditions
on v reversed. Moreover, the second term vanishes unless Ad(a)- Y lies in
a fixed compact subset of nR(A). Consequently, we can find a bounded
function (R of compact support on nR(A) such that

B1(, a) - /R(a)- 2Y

)2d
iR(Ad(a)- Y) E-2d(sup(8(a)-)
ft

required.
Combining the lemma with (6.2) we see that B,(', a) is bounded by the
product of

as

(e-5

with

.

rO)dim
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(2R(Ad(a)-

R(a)-

YE nR(Q)
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Y).

hypothesis applied to nR (with E replaced by the constant
polynomial 1) tells us that this second expression is bounded independent1
ly of a. Set s = -rO. We obtain positive numbers cl and rl and an

The induction

estimate

BI(E, a) _ ClEr,
valid for all e > 0 and all a E A p(T) which satisfy (6.2).
We must next deal with B2(e, a). The estimate we will derive for this
quantity will not depend on the inequality (6.2). We shall expand the
polynomial E in terms of the basis {X, ... , Xd} of nh(Q). If V E nR(A)
and
x

=

(xl, ... xd), xi EA,

we can write

(6.3) E(xX1

+ ...

+ XdXd

+

V)

=

2a Ea(V)xa,

where
a

=

(al,...,ad)

is a multi-index,

X"
and

E,

l.

X,
is a rational polynomial on
=

..

nR. Clearly

E,(Ad(a)-'V) X(a)-'E(V),
=

for some rational character X, of Ap. If Y is an element in nR (Q), one of
the coefficients Ea(Y) will be nonzero. We shall let ay denote the highest
such multi-index, relative to the lexicographic order.
Define a function B(E, a) by the formula
R (a)
a

12(
Y

(A)

,(U + Ad(a)-Y)dU,

in which Y is summed over the set
{Y

e

Define B2'(e,

nR(Q)+:ay = a, lEa(Ad(a)'Y) I, cl/2}
a) similarly, Y running over the same set except with

aE,y(Ad(a)-

Y) Iv

>

1/2
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Then

B2(, a)

=

B'(c, a)

+

B2'(E, a).

B'(c, a) is clearly bounded by an expression
R(a)-' EY (Ad(a)- Y)),

The first function
a

where this time Y is summed over

{Y E nR(Q):O

<

IE,(Ad(a)-

Y) Iv,=

E/2}

and where

J)

O' (V)

=

B'(E, a)

_ cEr,

V)dU, V E nR(A),
a bounded function of compact support. The sum over a is certainly finite.
Therefore the induction hypothesis applied to nR (with E replaced by Ea)
tells us that there are positive constants c' and r' such that
(U

+

for all c > 0 and all a E Ap(Tl).
To deal with B2'(, a) we shall make use of an elementary estimate for
polynomials. Suppose that y = (Y¥, ..., Yd) is a multi-index. For each
8 > 0 let by(8) denote the set of polynomials

2 eax, ea E Qv,
in QJ[x, ..., xd] which satisfy the following two conditions.
(i) ea vanishes unless ai = yi for every i.
(ii) If a is the highest multi-index such that ea, 0, then lelv
Let

Fr

be a

compact

subset of

Qd,

> 8.

and set

r(p, E) = {x E rv:lp(x) Iv < },
for each p E 9y(8) and e > 0. Then there are positive constants C and t
such that for any e > 0, 8 > 0, and p E Y,(8),
(6.4) vol Fr(p, E) _ c(8- E).
We leave this estimate as an exercise. Alternatively, it can be justified as a
special case of Lemma 7.1 of [6].
We choose the compact subset Fv of Qd, as well as a compact subset Fr
of (A')d, so that the function

F(xiX1

+ ...-+

XdXd

V), xi E A, V E nR(A),

is supported on FvFV X nR(A). (Here Av denotes those adeles which are 0
at v.) Look back at the definition of B2'(, a). The integrand h, is defined in
terms of · and the polynomial
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a

Let

Ea(Ad(a)- Y)xa = E(xlXI + ... +

dXd

+

Ad(a) -Y).

E,(Ad(a)- Y)v be the component of the adele
E,(Ad(a)1 Y)

at v, and set

py(x)

Ea(Ad(a)-

= E
a

Y)vx.

We can certainly choose the multi-index y so that every Ea(Ad(a) -Y)v
vanishes unless ai yi for every i. Then an element Y E
occurs
in the sum which defines B2(E, a) if and only if py belongs to
It is
clear that B'(E, a) is bounded by the sum over all such Y, and the integral
over (xl,. .., Xd) in Fr(py, E)v, of

nR(Q)+
9(Ec/12).

SR(a)-1(xlXI

+ XdX + Ad(a)-'Y).
Therefore, by the inequality (6.4), B2'(E, a) is bounded by
*
* 8R(a)2
C( -1/2)tvol(tF)
(Ad(a) - Y),
+

...

YEnR(Q)

where

?R(Ad(a)

Y) = sup

UEnl(A)
induction

((U

+

Ad(a) 'Y).

Applying our original
hypothesis to nR, we see that
B2'(, a) - c",r
where c" and r" are positive numbers, independent of E and a.
We are now essentially done. Combining our estimates we obtain
B(E, a) Bl(s, a) + B(eS, a) + B'(Es, a)
C1rl + c(Es)r + C"(Es)r"
forpositive constants c and r. Since , a) was a bound for (6.1), our
for positive constants c and r. Since B(E, a) was a bound for (6.1), our
proof of Lemma 5.1 (and hence the earlier Lemmas 4.1 and 3.2) is finally

complete.

7. Weighted orbital integrals. We can now return to the discussion left
off in Section 4. We shall take T = To. We have already mentioned that
the distribution
unip
Junip

=

-

To
unip
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independent of PO. Set

is

J

=

Jl,

U

(eG)

(4.2) and Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 hold for these distributions. From
Corollary 4.3 we see that Ju is also independent of Po. Insofar as they
define polynomials in T, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.2 provide formulas
for Junip and J4. However, these are not satisfactory. We need formulas which are given in terms of locally defined objects.
Examples of such objects are the weighted orbital integrals which are
defined and studied in [6]. Suppose that S is a finite set of places of Q.
Then

Set

G(Qs)' = G(Qs) n G(A)l,
where

Qs

=

V

S

Qv.

weighted orbital integral is a distribution
JM(y, f), f E C°(G(Qs)i),
on G(Qs)I which is associated to a Levi subgroup M E Y and a conjugacy
class y in M(Qs) n G(Qs)I. For this paper we need only consider the case
that y is a unipotent conjugacy class. In fact, we shall see that it is enough
to take the image in M(Qs) of a unipotent conjugacy class in M(Q).
For any u E 'G(Q) there is an associated unipotent conjugacy class
A

uS

=

II

u

vGS

in G(Qs)1. Call u and u' (G, S)-equivalent if the associated conjugacy
classes us and u' are the same. Let (*G(Q) ),s denote the set of such
equivalence classes in /c(Q). Any element u E qc(Q) is contained in a
unique geometric conjugacy class Uu = U° in (iG). It depends only on
the (G, S) equivalence class of u. The set U,(Qs) breaks up into finitely
many G(Qs) conjugacy classes, one of which is us. The next lemma tells
us that they are all of this form.

LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that U is any orbit in (q/c) such that U(Q) is
not empty. Then any G(Qs) orbit in U(Qs) is of form us for some
uE

(&G(Q))Gc,s

Proof.

Let g be the Lie algebra of G. The exponential map gives an
isomorphism from the nilpotent variety of g onto the unipotent variety of
G. By assumption, log(U) is a nilpotent G-orbit which contains a
representative in g(Q). By the Jacobson-Morosov theorem there is a Lie

algebra homomorphism
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c:sl(2)
defined over

g,

Q, such that
00

belongs to log(U). As usual, define

·H ¢(-jo01)
and

gi = {cE :ad(H))

=

it}.

Then

=

0

is a parabolic
radical
n=

gi

subalgebra of g which is defined over Q.

It has

unipotent

~g,

i>O

and Levi

component
mn = go,

both defined also over Q.
Now take v E S and suppose that uV is an element in

homomorphism
4%:s1(2) ->

U(Qv). There is a

,

defined over gv, such that
v

=

v(20)

equals log(uv). We can introduce H, gi, , tv and mv as above. They are all
defined over Qv. The vectors Xv and X are conjugate. By Kostant's
theorem [7], 4v and 4 are also conjugate; there is an element y E G (not
necessarily defined over Qv) such that
= Ad(y) o
.

Therefore

Ad(y)tv and m = Ad(y)mv.
Since the parabolic subalgebras p and pv are both defined over Qv, they are
conjugate over G(Qv). The same is true of the Levi components m and
p

=
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m,. Replacing uV by a G(Qv)-conjugate of itself if necessary, we may
assume that p = v, m = mv, and that y belongs to the subgroup of G
whose Lie algebra is m. This forces HV and H to be equal. The spaces q/
and gi,v therefore coincide.
The spaces gi are defined over Q and gi(Q) is embedded in Qi(Qs). The
intersection of U with g2 is a subset which is open and dense in the Zariski
topology. (See [9].) It follows that each G(Qs)-orbit in U(Qs) meets
g2(Qs) in an open subset. We have only to show that each such open
subset intersects g2(Q). Since Q2(Q) is a finite dimensional vector space
over Q, the result is a consequence of the strong approximation
theorem.
The lemma implies that u -> us is a bijection from the set of u E
(/G(Q) )GS, with U, = U, onto the set of G(Qs)'-orbits in U(Qs). We
shall often drop the notation us and simply identify u with a G(Qs)
conjugacy class. The same will be true of (/M(Q))MS for any Levi
subgroup M E Y For any u E (91M(Q) )MS, we shall write Uu for the
induced unipotent conjugacy class of G associated to UM and G ([8]). It
is the unique unipotent class in G which, for any P = MNp, intersects
UM Np in a Zariski dense open set.
For any M E u E (a1M(Q) )MS and f Cc
(G(Qs)l), we can take
the weighted orbital integral JM(U, f). It has two properties which we
should point out. The first concerns its behaviour under conjugation.
Let oY(M) be the set of P E Y such that Mp contains M. Then if
y E

G(Qs)l

(7.1) JM(u, f))=

z

Q G(M)

JMQ(U, fQ).

(See [6], Lemma 8.1.) Note the similarity with (1.1). The second property
arises from the definition. Recall from [6] that JM(u, f) is an integral on
UG(Qs) with respect to a measure which is absolutely continuous relative

UG(Qs).

to the sum of the invariant measures on the G(Qs)l-orbits in
In particular, JM(u) annihilates any function which vanishes on
and that v E S. For e > 0
Suppose that U is any class in
we can define the function f ,y exactly as in (4.1). It belongs to
). From the definitions we deduce that

(q-G)

UG(Qs).

C.(G(Qs)

lim JM(, fU,V)
(7.2) M--0

{ JM(uf)
0

if

U

C U,

otherwise.
In particular, the limit is independent of v and annihilates any function
which vanishes on U(Qs). Again, recall that there is a similar property for
described in Corollary 4.3. As we shall see, properties (7.1) and (7.2)
Junip,
allow us to compare the weighted orbital integrals with our globally
defined distributions.
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8. A comparison. We come now to our main result. Let S be any finite
set of places of Q which contains the Archimedean place. We shall emin
bed
by taking the product of functions in
with
function of IIFvSKV. Any functhe
characteristic
COO(G(Qs)
)
·Q
C·
I.1for some
I
tion in
is the image of a function in
such S.
Our theorem is to be proved by induction, so we shall state it for a Levi
subgroup L of G. Everything we have done for G, of course, has an
analogue for L. We shall use the same notation with the added superscript L. Thus we have the distribution Junip on L(A)1 and distributions

C,(G(Qs)l) C°(G(A)I)

Cc(G(Qs)1)

Cc(G(A)')

J(u), M

c

L,

on

L(Qs)').

uniquely determined numbers
(91M(Q) )M,S

THEOREM 8.1. For any S there are
u), M E u E
such that for any L E Sandf E

,,

aM(S,

(8.1)

Lnip(f)

M
=

MEA'L

Cc(L(Qs)I),
W LI
aM(S,
(CM(Q))Ms

u)J uf).

u

Proof. Fix S and assume inductively that the numbers aM(S, u) have
been defined for any M C L. Of course implicit in this assumption is the
validity of (8.1) with L replaced by a proper Levi subgroup. Define

TL(f)

=

L
Junip(f)
-

M

rLI-1

(Me
e:M L)

2

x
u

E(M(Q) )MS

,
aM(S u)J(u,
f),

for f E Cc(L(Qs)'). Then TL is a distribution on L(Qs)' which
annihilates any function which vanishes on aL(QS). We need
to show that there are uniquely determined numbers {aL(S, u)} such
that

(8.2)

TL(f) = u E (%L(Q))L,S aL(S, u)J(u,f),

for every f Recall that JL(U) is just the invariant orbital integral on the
conjugacy class of u in L(Qs)1. The distributions {JL(u) are linearly
independent so that numbers {aL(S, u) } must be unique. Our charge,
then, is to prove their existence.
We shall first show that TL is invariant. For any y E L(Qs)', TL(fyV)

equals

ip(f ) - M; L

ow[iWO-l
I

I

uE(/M(Q))M,S

aM(S, u)JL (u, f).
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By (1.1) and (7.1) this is the difference between
I- M}n
WOQ unIp
Q E.

and
Mc L

Q.-(M)

I|WlI|IWl

u

a(5S, u)JMQ(u,fQ,O).

Therefore,

TL(f)

equals

T (f )
the sum over

{Q E YL:QQ

L) of the product of

WoQIWoLIW1Q1
lW;1
with the

expression
Jun p(fQ,v) pE

oMQ

WoIW

1Z (S, u)JMQ(u,Q).
a

t

The assertion that this last expression vanishes is just the equation (8.1),
with L replaced by MQ. It follows from our induction assumption.
Therefore TL is an invariant distribution.
For any integer d, let q/Ld be the union of those orbits U in (O/L) with
dim U ' d. It is a Zariski closed subset of iL which is defined over Q. The
set

°&L,d(QS)

=

I

vyS

Ld(Qv)

of Qs valued points is a closed subspace of
union of L(Qs) conjugacy classes. Let

"QL,d(QS)

C

L(Qs) consisting of a finite

/L,d(Qs)

denote the union over those orbits U E (qL) such that dim U d, and
such that U(Q) is not empty, of the spaces U(Qs). It is the union of
those L(Qs) conjugacy classes which are parametrized by elements
u E (aL(Q) )LS with dim
d The numbers required for (8.2) are
lemma.
the
next
provided by
LEMMA 8.2. There exist numbers

aL(S, u), U E ('L(Q) )L,s
such that for any d the distribution

r(f)= TL(f) - {u (/L(Q) )Ls:dimU >d} aL(S u)J(u,f)
annihilates
any function ~f e Cc°(L(Qs)1) which vanishes on 6&L
L£d(QS).
uirirrrrrr~~ ury~ur
d(QS)-S
T

C
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Proof. Suppose first that d > dim q/L. Then TL,d(Qs)' is the union of all
spaces U(Qs) such that U(Q) is not empty. Moreover, T (f) is just
equal to TL(f). It is the difference between the distribution
J,( ) = I j4(f)
J (f )
Junip(f
UE(a.)
the

U

and a sum of integrals over spaces U(Qs), with U(Q) not empty. Since
Ju is zero when U(Q) is empty, T annihilates any function which vanishes on &Ld(Qs)'. Thus, the lemma holds if d _ dim 9L.
Suppose that d is arbitrary. Assume inductively that the numbers
aL(S, u) have been defined for any u with dim Uf > d, and that Td annihilates any function which vanishes on &L,d(QS)'. Let °Ld be the
union over those orbits U in
with dim U = d, and let Cd be
the complement of
in 1L,d(QS). Then Cd equals the union over
v E S and over those U E (1L) with dim U < d, of the sets

(/L)

q0L,d(Qs)

C,U

I Ld(Qw)U(QV) {weS:wHv}

=

It is a closed subset of

L(Qs)1. We shall consider the restriction of TL to

L(Qs)1 \ Cd, the complement of Cd in L(Qs)1.
The

space

'L,d(QS) \ Cd = OL,d(QS)' n QL,d(QS)
is a finite disjoint union of L(Qs) conjugacy classes which are closed in
by the elements
L(Qs)' \ Cd. These conjugacy classesd. areForparametrized
u E (L/(Q))LS with dim UL
each such u, let Lu be the
centralizer in L of a fixed
of u in
There is a
=

L(Qs)'-equivariant map
C°.(L(Qs)1 \ Cd

representative

EC

L(Q).

surjective,

(L(Qs)/Lu(Qs ) ).

Its kernel consists of the functions in Cc(L(Qs)' \ Cd) which vanish on
qLd(Qs)' Any invariant distribution on L(Qs) \ Cd which annihilates
the kernel is the pull-back of an
distribution on the
second space. It follows that we can choose a number aL(S, u) for each
u E
with dim
= d, such that

L(Qs)'-invariant

U}L

(qL(Q) )L,
Td(f)

aL(S, u)JL(u,f)

=

u

for

anyf E Cc°(L(Q)' \ Cd).

arbitrary function in Cc(L(Qs)'), we can set
= T(f)
a(S, u)JL(, f).
T()

Now if fis an

TL_(

{u:dimUL=d}
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Then Td_l is an invariant distribution which is supported on Cd and
annihilates any function that vanishes on L,(Qs)' Suppose that f is a
function which is assumed only to vanish on qLd-_l(Qs)'. We want to
show that
Td (f) = 0.
Consider the collection of sets C v., as defined above, such that f does
not vanish on a neighborhood of the closure Cd If there are no such
sets, f belongs to C°(L(Qs)' \ Cd) and Td i(f) 0. Suppose then that
there are exactly (k + 1) such sets, with k 0. Choose one set Cdr, from
among these. If E > 0, the function/ vanishes wheneverfdoes. Moreover, fJ is equal to f in a neighborhood of C.v Consequently, the
function (f - f U,) will vanish in a neighborhood of the closure of all but
at most k sets. We may therefore assume inductively that
.

=

v

T-_(f fv) 0.
-

=

On the other hand, since 7T_ i(f) is the difference between

2

W\l\W;\I

MC L

u (q

2

aM(Su)Jisu,)

aL(S,

u)JL(u f),

M(Q) )M,S

+

Jnip(f) and

{Cu (& (Q) ).s:dimUl- d}
we will be able to write down the limit

lim Td-1(f

,v)

by (7.2) and Corollary 4.3. It equals
n
^(/)-- I2 oWWoLI
JA(f)

2

X

aM(S, u)J(u,f),

({ue(/M(Q) )M.S: US'
since dim U < d. Sincef vanishes on q&L,- (Qs)', we see easily from the
formula (4.3) that JY-(f) = 0. The other terms in this last expression are
clearly also equal to 0. Therefore the limit vanishes, and

Td-(f)
as

required.

=

0

We have shown that the assertion of the lemma holds if d is replaced by
d - 1. This completes the induction step and gives the proof of the
lemma.
Our theorem now follows. For the lemma tells us that Td vanishes if
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d < 0. This establishes (8.2), which was what remained to be proved of the
theorem.
For convenience we write down separately the specialization of (8.1) to
L = G. Since the distributions JM(u) are all measures, we have

COROLLARY 8.3. For any f E Co (G(Qs)),

2 IWM IWoG
Junip(f)= Mey

1
UE= (M(Q))M,S

aM(S, u)JM(U,f).

of Junip to G(Qs)' is a measure.
COROLLARY 8.4. For any U E (,Gc) andf E C,(G(Qs) ), we have
E IW llW -'
Ju(f) = May9
M y

In particular, the restriction

e

X

(UE('M(Q) )MS: U= U}

aM(S, u)JM(u,f).

Proof. Take any v e S. Replace in (8.1) byf/, and let E approach 0.
By (7.2) and Corollary 4.3 we obtain
2 Ju'(f)
U'E
G():U' U}

-=

M^eL

IWoMI IWl'2 {"U E(fMt(Q) )MS: LC U aM(s, u)JM(uf).

The

corollary follows by increasing induction on the dimension of U.
For many applications of the trace formula it is probably not necessary
to be able to evaluate the numbers aM(S, u). Still, we can't help wondering
whether reasonable formulas exist. The methods of this paper lead
naturally to only one such formula. It is an immediate consequence of the
theorem and Corollary 4.4.
COROLLARY 8.5. aG(S, 1) = vol(G(Q)\G(A)').
Finally, we should say that Theorem 8.1 and its corollaries remain true
if Q is replaced by an algebraic number field F. Of course results for Q can
always be applied to groups defined over F by restricting scalars. This
gives an immediate analogue of Theorem 8.1. However, restriction of
scalars requires that S be the set of all valuations of F which lie over a
finite set of valuations of Q. On the other hand, every argument of this
paper can be applied equally as well to F as Q. We have chosen to work
over Q only to avoid introducing extra notation in our discussion of the
paper [1]. At any rate, Theorem 8.1 and its corollaries hold for F without
the above restriction on S.
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